The aggregate server method is an approximate, iterative technique for analyzing the delays programs encounter while waiting for entry into critical sections, non-reentrant subroutines, and similar software structures that cause processing to become serialized.
The algorithm is developed for single class closed queueing networks with load independent servers employing processor sharing scheduling disciplines.
Validations based on comparisons with exact numerical solutions are presented, and some factors affecting the accuracy of the method are discussed.
Extensions to multi-class queueing networks, variable rate servers and other scheduling disciplines are also suggested.
The basic idea behind the aggregate server method is quite simple, and generalizes directly from consideration of the restricted case where there is a single customer class and a single critical section (one serialized phase). Consider such a network containing N customers and K servers. Let D i be the total service time per job at server i.
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The aggregate server technique is based on the idea of adding an additional (aggregate) server to the network to represent the serialized processing in the critical section, and then regarding the expanded K + 1 server network as having a conventional product form solution.
Let Yi for i = 1,2, .... K + i represent the total service time per job at server i in the expanded K + i server network. The key step in the aggregate server method is determining appropriate values for the Yi as a function of the Dji and the number of customers N. These service times are expressed as Yi = D0i/Hoi for i = i ..... K and YK + i = Dli/Hli + ''' + DIK/HIK, where Hoi and H1i are service time adjustment ~actors for nonserialized and serialized processing respectively.
For a given phase of processing they reflect the amount of contention due to processing by other phases at physical device i.
In particular, H= i is the fraction of device i's capacity that is ~vailable for processing customers in phase j. One of the principal contributions of the complete paper is the development of an iterative algorithm for approximating the values of Hji for any number of serialized phases.
This algorithm is outlined below for the case of a single serialized phase (j = 0 or I). 0.
Assume Hji = i (It corresponds to ignoring contention among customers in different phases of processing).
i, Construct the expanded network with K + i servers and a single customer class.
2.
Solve the expanded network 3. The product form solution yields the joint distribution of customers in the expanded network.
Using the current values of Hji , map this network into the original non-product form network with K physical devices and two phases.
From this mapping, estimate the queue length distributions of each of the K physical devices in the non-product form network.
These distributions provide information about the amount of contention that occurs among customers of different phases.
Using this information, compute new estimates of the Hji's.
If n~w Hji's differ from old Hji's significantly, then return to step 1 with new Hji's ; otherwise compute performance measures and STOP.
